Cabinet Sign Update

LED Lighting for Cabinet Signs
Sign makers are increasingly turning to LED lighting systems for their cabinet sign projects
By C h ri s Pa lm i eri

Chris Palmieri is a national account manager
at OSRAM SYLVANIA. He can be reached
at (978) 530-8991 or via e-mail at christopher.palmieri@sylvania.com.

New LED sign lighting systems
designed specifically for cabinet
signs have made sign production with LED systems more
profitable than with fluorescents.
(Image courtesy of OSRAM
SYLVANIA)
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T

he LED boom for new cabinet sign
production is here. The signage
industry has enjoyed the advantages of
using LED s in channel letters for years.
However, until recently, using LED s in
a cabinet sign just did not make financial
sense.
Traditional LED chain modules, like
those used in channel letters, have limitations in sign cabinet applications. The
install process is lengthy to layout, tape,
and glue each and every little module.

The high labor and component cost of
using traditional channel letter LED s
has been a road block for general acceptance of LED s as a suitable light source
for cabinet signs.
The good news is that everything
has changed! Today, sign manufacturers
using proper LED s specifically designed
for sign cabinets enjoy substantial advantages over sign manufactures continuing
to use fluorescent or standard LED chain
modules.

Proponents of LED sign lighting systems say that when comparing LED to fluorescent cabinet
sign systems, the big savings comes with greatly reduced install times. (Image courtesy of
OSRAM SYLVANIA)

Simpler and Less Costly

Sign manufacturers using high-performing box sign LED s are winning more
projects, increasing margins, increasing
production capability and simplifying
manufacturing and purchasing processes.
Even more importantly, the appropriate
LED allows sign manufacturers to sell
LED cabinets at a price comparable to
fluorescent signs.
Box sign LED modules, while considerably less costly than traditional LED
modules, may in fact be less costly than
fluorescent when all factors are considered. The following example with a 4'
x 8' sign cabinet will illustrate how a
box sign LED lighting solution can be
competitive versus traditional LED and
fluorescent using the following design
concepts.
Minimize the Number of Modules

One solution to reduce lighting
installation time is to minimizing the
number of modules required to evenly

and brightly light a cabinet face. A 4' x
8' cabinet only needs 15 modules (three
rows of five) for both single and doublesided cabinets using LED modules specifically designed for sign cabinets. In
contrast, a standard LED chain module
with six-inch pitch (module to module
spacing) would require approximately
105 modules in single-sided cabinet and
210 modules in a double-sided cabinet.
The lighting installation time is
greatly reduced using a box sign LED
system. Traditional channel letter LED
installation takes much longer considering that you need to measure, lay out
the modules, peel tape and mechanically
fasten or silicone each tiny module into
place. Using a reduced number of box
sign LED s provides an approximate 80
percent reduction in lighting installation
time in a 4' x 8' sign cabinet, lighting a 4'
x 8' sign in about 15-20 minutes.
Box sign LED modules that are double sided offer greater advantages over
traditional LED modules. Lighting a
LED & EMC
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This double-sided box sign is lit by a snap-track type LED lighting system. (Image courtesy of
OSRAM SYLVANIA)

geous than traditional LED chain modules when it comes to lighting a sign
cabinet. However, depending on how
many signs your shop builds, box sign
LED lighting systems can actually rival
the manufacturing cost of using fluorescent and, in some cases, may actually
cost less.
There are a variety of costs associated with manufacturing sign cabinets.
In order to evaluate the true cost and savings of lighting a sign cabinet with box
sign LED s it is imperative to consider all
manufacturing costs.
Cost of Components

Components in a snap-track system are easy to install and adjust. Simply snap LED modules
in place using just your fingers. (Image courtesy of OSRAM SYLVANIA)

double-sided cabinet with traditional
LED s requires double the amount of
LED s compared to a single-sided box.
Doubling the number of LED s also
directly doubles the required amount of
labor to finish the cabinet. On the other
hand, using box sign LED modules in a
double sided box sign still only requires
the same 15 modules with about 20-30
minutes of labor time.
Utilize a Snap-Track System

Snap-track systems provide greater
time savings when installing your LED
lighting system in both single- and double-sided sign cabinets.
The snap track completely eliminates
the need to peel tape, silicone and/or
mechanically fasten the modules into
place. The modules compress into the
track and click into place with the squeeze
of your hand. No more rivets, screws, silicone, tape peels or wasted time.
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The snap track allows for very quick
row spacing adjustments to accommodate specific project requirements. To
make quick adjustments, simply unclick,
relocate, and click the track into its new
position.
Use Brighter Modules with
Advanced Optics

The use of fewer modules is made
possible by significantly increasing their
brightness. The module must also use
a superior optic to spread the brighter
light uniformly over a wider area of the
sign face. The optic is the key feature that
allows brighter modules to be spaced further apart. Without an enhanced optic,
there would be hot spots and shadowing.

Let’s start by looking at the cost of
components for a 4' x 8' sign, single- and
double-sided for both fluorescent and
LED cabinet sign systems.
Fluorescent Components—Keep in
mind that the costs are the same for single- or double-sided applications. Four
pairs of sockets, four 8' lamps, one electronic ballast, plus raceway aluminum,
wires and connectors.
Box sign LED Components—To
light a double-sided cabinet you will have
an increased module cost by switching
from single- to double-sided modules.
Additionally, there are track, connectors
and an additional power supply that will
add to the component cost. Again, the
module count stays the same at 15. Fifteen
modules and one power supply (add five
tracks, three pairs of connectors, and a
power supply for a double-sided cabinet).
I invite you to do a little calculation of
your component costs for your personal
reference. For a single-side box sign, the
LED components may cost a little more
than the fluorescent components. The
component cost of fluorescent is clearly
less than a double-sided LED solution.
Keep in mind that the component cost
is only one aspect of production cost. We
must look at labor as well.
Cost of Labor

LED Must be Competitive with
Fluorescent

Box sign LED solutions have already
proven to be significantly more advanta-

Now let’s compare labor costs. I
believe the LED option offers a substantial labor reduction when compared to
fluorescent.

The fluorescent labor time will
come from designing, measuring, cutting, bending and installing raceways.
Furthermore, there is punching and
wiring sockets and installing the lamps.
It can take three to four hours to design,
produce and install every component of
a fluorescent lighting system in a 4' x 8'
cabinet.
The LED solution should take about
15-25 minutes for the single-sided sign,
and about 20-30 minutes for the doublesided solution. Labor savings using LED
is substantial and can add up to significant savings.
Increased Profits Through Faster
Production

Sign manufacturers routinely over
emphasize component cost when comparing LED systems with fluorescent systems and often choose fluorescent simply because the component cost is $50$150 dollars less. However, the amount
of labor saved by choosing LED could
negate that $50-$150 dollar component
cost difference.
Sign manufactures should place more
emphasis on increasing profitability by
increasing production rates. Let’s imagine that a sign company profits $500 on
every 4' x 8' sign that it can push out its
shipping doors. Using fluorescent, one
skilled laborer could install lighting in
three 4' x 8' box signs during the course
of one eight hour workday. At this rate,
the sign company is limited to shipping
out three signs and will average about
$1,500 for that day.
Using LED, that same employee can
now install lighting into 10 signs and
enjoy a 15-minute break in between
each install project. Furthermore, the
same sign company can ship out 10 signs
and make $5,000 that day. Moving from
fluorescent to LED has increased the
sign company’s daily profit by $3,500.
Continuing to use fluorescent in this
case actually stalls production and costs
the sign company $3,500 per day. The
appropriate sign cabinet LED can simply
be more profitable than using fluorescent.

The Results

Sign manufacturers may not need to
produce 10 electric signs per day, but
it is clear that there are major benefits
that sign companies enjoy by switching
to LED for production. Using LED in
cabinets frees up employees to work and
complete other projects that will help
bring in additional revenue. Often in
smaller sign shops, the owner is also the
sign manufacturer. Imagine how much
more available time the owner has to go
make sales calls, work on other sign projects and grow the business. SDG

Retrofit cabinet sign projects are a snap with
new LED lighting systems such as the Quik
Stik system used here. (Images courtesy of
Principal LED)
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LEDs for Retail
LED lighting for a
gas station canopy.

Diversify Your Business
Savvy sign shops are cashing in on LED-based general lighting sales
By Jamie (JD) DeAngelis

Jamie DeAngelis is the general lighting
director of sales for the Midwest and
Northeast regions for US LED.

S

omeone would only assume that
there are very few business sectors in the U.S. with continued growth
expectations like the sign industry. For
several years surveys taken by various
sign-related companies at the ISA Expo
have remained consistent, anticipating
approximately 95 percent growth. In
addition, the surveys found that large
numbers of sign businesses based on projected growth have repeatedly estimated
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the need to hire new staff, as well as pursue new lines or areas of opportunities.
Sign companies realize to attain substantial increases in revenue year after
year it is paramount to remain open to
creative sales and marketing strategies.
Progressive business planning must
include tactics that are not only cost
effective, but will help differentiate its
company among competitors, and even
more importantly, bring new valuable
solutions, products or services to its
customers.
In fact, according to ISA ’s recent publication of the 2013 State of the Industry
Survey, it once again found that an over-

whelming 93 percent (3 percent fewer
than in 2012) of the companies polled
intended on realizing growth once again
in 2014.
Cross-Selling with General Lighting

In the last year, one successful trend
among some sign shops regarding
growth strategies was expanding a business model to include diversifying its
products and services portfolio by crossselling LED general lighting systems to
existing retail customers.
Within the sign industry, and especially those sign shops that have become
more proficient with LED technology,
many are starting to see the advantages in
selling LED luminaires. The LED lighting market for both new builds and the
retrofitting of existing lighting systems
is still in its infancy. However, according
to some industry leaders, LED general
lighting sales are growing at a much
faster rate than LED s did with signage
years ago due to several early applications
both visible and now widely accepted
within the general public such as street
lights, flashlights, televisions, exit signs,
electronic message boards, etc.
A number of years ago, as blue and
white LED s became commercially available, the sign industry and its customers saw multiple benefits the technology
had to offer and became essentially pioneers or early adopters of the technology. Analogously, some sign shops have
once again taken the lead within the LED
and sign industry by seizing the moment
and selling LED luminaires to customers, especially in the retail market sector.
Let’s consider several factors why these
shops have successfully diversified their
business models and are now propelling
forward into the LED luminaire market
with their retail customers.
The Time is Right

Regardless of whether someone is
starting a new business or an existing
company is seeking to launch a new
product line, timing plays the most critical factor for success, not to mention the
old adage “time is money.” Sign shops

Shops doing LED channel letter or other illuminated sign work can sell LED general lighting
systems to their current customers.

LED lighting opportunities abound for sign shops serving retail environments.

are jumping on board and selling LED
luminaires in the retail market today!
If sign companies are not considering introducing LED general lighting to
their customers, a competitor will soon
enough—and it could cost more than a
new business opportunity. In addition,
there are many government and power
company inducements encouraging the
adoption of LED technology. However,
these incentives continue to decrease
over time, so customers should take
advantage and gain the greatest rebates
available to help offset up-front costs in
retrofitting its business.

Profitability

Sign shops have established an
entirely new revenue stream with minimal up front expenditures. Shop owners
and managers realize that little training
is necessary to grow this new line of business because they already have 15 or so
years experience with LED technology.
In essence, the same basic principles of
LED technology are applicable in selling
LED luminaires in the retail world as in
selling LED sign projects.
Shops already have the existing
trained staff and equipment necessary
to capture the business—everything
LED & EMC
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Convenience stores are a great source of additional LED lighting revenue, including drink cooler lighting.

from a C -Store or gas station chain, to
the local grocery store down the street.
Also, consider the fact that it is much
more profitable for a company to sell to
existing clients rather than having to go
out prospecting.
From an actual selling perspective,
sign shops have found ease in earning new
business in the retail market by selling
LED retrofit projects. First, in the eyes of
any sales professional, having something
new to sell “in your bag” is usually very
exciting and creates some new momentum in their job. Sure, new sales dollars
generates positive revenue back into the
company but there are also new financial incentives for the sales professional
to earn as well. The second reason sign
shops are finding great success in selling
LED luminaires is because in many circumstances the decision maker of an LED
lighting project remains the same whether
it is the facility manager responsible for
corporate signage or a local business
owner who has purchased exterior signs
from the sign shop in the past.
Regardless of the industry, successful sales professionals often tout having
excellent customer relationships. These
sales professionals have previously established with the customer industry knowledge, LED technical expertise and most

importantly proven that they represent
good products and/or services; therefore,
they have earned the customer’s loyalty
and respect and the customer is willing
to hear how his friendly sign sales friend
can bring additional value to his or her
business. So, now that a sign customer
is willing to listen, why would it want to
invest and upgrade its business from traditional lighting to LED ? Lets highlight
the key benefits of LED retrofit projects
in retail environments.
Benefits of LED Luminaires In Retail

Energy Efficiency—The U. S .
Department of Energy estimates that
lighting represents approximately 42 percent of electrical consumption in retail
environments. Businesses retrofitting a
store with LED lighting produce one of
the fastest returns on investments but
especially in terms of energy efficiency.
Depending on the geography, size of the
store, and existing lighting, LED ’s have
proven to provide greater than 50 percent energy savings. Also, because LED s
produce little heat, in terms of energy
efficiency retrofitting with a new LED
system can help reduce air conditioning
costs and therefore, again, help address
additional underlying operation costs.
Long Life—Today, LED luminaires

can have a run time in excess of a hundred hours. Once a business has converted to LED , it can be confident in a
maintenance-free system for a very long
time. LED lighting in retail stores can
eliminate all together lighting maintenance contracts or staff time replacing
light bulbs while reducing the risk having
them get on a ladder to change extinguished ones.
Light Harmony & Product
Presentation—Great lighting sells more
products. LED lighting allows retailers
the benefit of full spectrum light that
highlights and creates the best possible
display of the products in stores. In addition, unlike traditional lighting in retail,
LED s produce clean, crisp and bright
light, enhancing any retail space by
providing a consistent color of the light
throughout the store. The days of having
different color light bulbs are gone with
LED luminaires.
Environmentally Friendly—Environmentally friendly retail stores, displays and lighting can win over many
customers. With sustainable designs
being a growing trend, many retailers have such goals and LED lighting
can help contribute to exceeding these
expectations by lowering the carbon
footprint. SDG
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